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o you know of Prince Gustav? He was thrown from 
a ninety-foot tower when he tried to save 

Rapunzel. What about Prince Frederic, who impressed 
Cinderella with his ability to dance? Four princes, all of 
them unhappy at being labelled “Prince Charming”, 
decide to team up on a quest. Unfortunately, they do not 
get along. Still, the princes have to figure out how to 
make things work if they want to be remembered as 
more than charming.

D

hen Drake Finn mows the overgrown lawn of his home, he finds a shed that should 
not be there. Inside, he finds three of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. There 

is a vacancy for the Fourth Horseman, and it appears that Drake is the latest candidate 
to assume the position. However, how successful can Drake be when he still has school 
to attend?
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ichael is a lonely boy who has lived in an orphanage for as long 
as he can remember. One day, he encounters the Loblolly Boy — 

a strange human-like creature with green wings — who offers Michael 
a chance to escape his life by swapping souls. However, this exchange 
comes at a cost — Michael will never be seen by humans again.
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